THE ARROWSMITH

House & Land Package

Lot 1361 Balleyneal Loop, Dunsborough

$664,990

4

2

18m

The Entertainer&#8217;s delight&#8230;
Inclusions:
Love to Entertain???? Perfect Location, Perfect Design, Perfect Views
- YOUR STYLE PROMOTION
- 31c Ceilings to Living
This stunning design from the Freedom Range is an Entertainers delight, The
monstrous Alfresco area is overlooking the Fairways. Entertaining will be a
breeze with the Kitchen conveniently leading out to the Alfresco as well as the
Huge Grand Living area and Home Theatre. There is no need to worry about

- Upgraded Elements Specification's
- Choice of Elevation's
- 19 Choices of Essa Stone Colours to Kitchen
- 900mm S/S Appliances

disturbing the Kid's when entertaining with the Kids wing complete with Study

- Geo or Stonewash Collection Pavers in Vista or Flagstone

and Activity located away at the front of the Home. The opulent Master suite

to Driveway, Porch and Alfresco

is located in the middle of the home complete with massi

- Designer Tapware in Choice of 3 finishes
- Round Back Wall Toilets
- Hobless Double size Showers
- Double Vanities
- Semi Frameless Screens
- 1020mm Front E
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*The details contained in this home and land package were correct at the time of listing however pricing and land availability is subject to change. While this lot was available at the time of listing we do
not own the lot. All care has been taken to ensure the home design shown is suitable for the advertised lot however design and specification is subject to shire and developer approvals. Changes made
to the design may affect the total cost of the package. Photos are for illustration purposes only and may not depict the layout or inclusions of the home you purchase. For more information speak to a
New Home Consultant and request a floorplan and specification for this package. BC11422
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